The 150-km.-long stretch of the coast between Herschel Island and the Mackenzie Delta terminates in bluffs cut into Pleistocene silts, sands, and gravels. No bedrock has yet been observed; if present, its occurrence must be very local. The coastal bluffs, which are up to 50 m. high, are constantly being undermined by waves and by the melting of numerous thick tabular ground-ice sheets lying close to sea-level. As the ice sheets are found only in he-grained sediments, coastal retreat is especially rapid along silty to clayey bluffs. Similarly rapid recession has taken place along the northern coast of Alaska1 and from the Mackenzie Delta east to Langton Bay2. It is the purpose of this note to describe some of the geomorphological and historical evidence for recession of the coast of the Yukon Territory. The field observations were made while the writer was carrying out studies for the Geographical Branch, Department of Mines and Technical Surveys, Ottawa.
King Point
In the late summer of 1905 Roald Amundsen with his crew in the GjGa were hopeful of completing the Northwest Passage by sailing west around Alaska, but ice stopped them near King Point, where winter quarters were established. The residence was built an estimated 10 to 15 m. inland from the beach, the magnetic observatory about 5 to 10 m. During the winter a member of the expedition, G. Wiik, died and was buried in the magnetic observatory. In 1908, 2 years after Amundsen's departure, Stefansson3 photographed the ruins of the winter residence, which by then was nearly engulfed by the sea; by about 1911 every vestige had vanished (Fig. la) . Amundsen had no difficulty in locating Sabine Point in 1905. Fig. l b shows that there is now only a smooth coast with nothing even remotely resembling a "point"; it is also under several metres of water marks the site of the former island.
Delta protection
Midway between Blow River and Shingle Point, just west of the Mackenzie Delta, an unnamed river has built its delta for 1 km. seawards from cut bluffs, which form the coast (Fig. IC) . impossible to distinguish any "point" in sailing along the coast. Although Franklin's map may exaggerate the depth of the bay and the prominence of the adjoining points, major smoothing of the coast in the past 150 years is evident.
Kay Point
The earliest map9 of Kay Point, dating from Franklin's survey in 1826, shows a 4-km.-long island about 5 km. northThe shape of the "mainland" coast suggests that the bluffs on either side of the delta have retreated about 300 m. since delta building began. Greater recession on the northwestern side is in agreement with the direction of storm waves.
Herschel Island
There is strong evidence to support the view that Herschel Island is a glacier ice-thrust feature whose profile, broken only by wave-cut bluffs, forms a continuous curve with a submarine basinlo. The projected land profile, as shown in Fig. 2, reaches 
